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Geranium
Perched on the eighth floor of Denmark’s national

soccer stadium, Geranium lords over the city’s

treetops just as it dominates the Danish culinary

scene with its three Michelin stars. A terroir-focused

restaurant helmed by Rasmus Kofoed, the only chef

in the world to have won gold, silver and bronze in

the prestigious Bocuse d’Or competition, the kitchen

puts out canny renditions of Scandi-cuisine, known

for its wild, rural overtones. Artistic offerings, such as

razor clam shells made from dough and colored with

squid ink, satisfy both the aesthete and the gourmet

with every bite.

geranium.dk

Noma 2.0
As the adage goes, the only thing constant is change.

As if to spur that concept on, New Nordic cuisine’s

wunderkind chef René Redzepi closed his original

two-Michelin-starred restaurant last year to open a

new version across town in the edgy, graffiti-adorned

neighborhood of Freetown Christiania. Conceived as

an urban farm, with separate rooms for fish, meat and

fermentation, the larger restaurant concept seeks to

re-earn its Michelin stars with creative cuisine that

utilizes surprising ingredients from across the globe.

Expect reservations to be as elusive as ever, with

dinner priced at $364 per person, including wine.

noma.dk
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DINE DANISH

No doubt you’ve been hearing about a lot

about hygge in the past few years. For the

Danish, it’s a way of life. It describes

those cozy, joy-focusedmoments of

casual conviviality where people slow

down to appreciate whatmatters—

family, friends, food, conversation and

beauty. This fondness for hyggemay

explain whyDenmark perpetually ranks

as one of the happiest countries on earth.

Though the rest of theworld has

embraced this concept as a trend, why

not go right to the sourcewith a visit to

Copenhagen? This walkable city, with

pedestrian streets (try Strøget, one of the

longest and oldest such pathway in

Europe), canals brimmingwith boats,

castles and fascinatingmuseums, reigns

today as a top culinary destination.

Besides Noma 2.0, it boasts 15Michelin-

starred restaurants—more than any

other place in Scandinavia. But don’t miss

a chance to take to the streets (which

harbor avant-garde boutiques and

galleries, a boon for fashion and design

fans) to sample indigenous treats aswell.

Try towering open-faced sandwiches

known as smørrebrød (shrimp is a

favorite), well-crafted beer and pickled

herring in not-to-miss historic Nyhavn, a

17th-century waterfront entertainment

district. Later, grab a bike to pedal off

yourmeal, joining the locals in their

favorite mode of transportation. You’ll

feel the hygge all around.
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Kadeau
Looking like something the fairies from A Midsummer

Night’s Dreamwould concoct, the plates at two-

Michelin-starred Kadeau come framed in nasturtium

leaves, dotted with fermented berries and flecked with

flower petals. But what they hold is yet more celestial.

Serving foraged seasonal cuisine from Bornholm, an

island in the Baltic Sea that is home to chef Nicolai

Nørregaard, this inventive restaurant serves traditional

Nordic fare with contemporary yet unpretentious

flourishes. Opt for the 20-course tasting menu, which

might include dishes such as sweetbreads with wild

garlic, turbot atop green asparagus and oysters.

kadeau.dk

Noma 2.0’s stuffed queen clams from northern Norway
with its own roe and a blackcurrant wood fudge




